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Abstract
The space-borne observatories CoRoT (Convection Rotation and planetary
Transits) and Kepler have provided photometric time series data of unprece-
dented precision for large numbers of stars. These data have revolutionized
the fields of transiting exoplanets and asteroseismology. In this review some
important asteroseismic results obtained using data from the CoRoT and
Kepler space missions concerning stars that show solar-like oscillations are
discussed. These results comprise, among others, measurements of the loca-
tion of the base of the convection zone and helium second-ionization zone in
main-sequence stars, the presence (or not) of core-helium burning in red-giant
stars, as well as differential rotation in these stars.
Keywords:
stars – main-sequence; stars – subgiants; stars – red giants; methods –
asteroseismology
1. Introduction1
Internal structure and compositions of stars as well as changes with evo-2
lution are broadly understood, but still have many challenges. Classical3
photometric and spectroscopic observations do not expose the stellar inte-4
rior due to the extreme opacity of stellar material which masks the internal5
structure from view. For the Sun the 5-minute acoustic oscillations allow6
us to peer inside the Sun (helioseismology) and provide much needed in-7
formation about the internal structure of the Sun and the relevant physical8
processes. We expect that oscillations in distant stars will also provide invalu-9
able probes of the internal structures of these stars. Oscillations in distant10
stars have been measured from the ground (e.g. Kjeldsen et al., 1995; Carrier11
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and Bourban, 2003; Bedding et al., 2004; Arentoft et al., 2008). However,12
these observations have limitations with respect to 1) the length and conti-13
nuity of the observations, 2) number of stars that can be observed (mostly14
relevant for spectroscopy, i.e. high-resolution spectrographs used for astero-15
seismology can only observe one star at a time, while in photometry many16
stars can be observed during one integration), and 3) the signal-to-noise ratio17
of the data (mostly relevant for photometry of low-amplitude oscillations).18
Space missions have distinct advantages that overcome most of these prob-19
lems. Therefore, dedicated space-missions have been developed. The first20
asteroseismic space mission MOST (Microvariability & Oscillations of STars,21
Matthews et al., 2000) was launched on June 30, 2003. MOST is a Canadian22
microsatellite observing bright stars (down to 6th magnitude) with a photo-23
metric precision of one part per million. In recent years major contributions24
in asteroseismology have come from the space missions CoRoT and Kepler.25
The CoRoT1 (Convection Rotation and planetary Transits, Baglin et al.,26
2006) and Kepler 2 (Borucki et al., 2008) space missions have provided un-27
precedented photometric observations that allowed for many breakthroughs28
in both stellar and exoplanet research. Some details and characteristics of29
these missions are outlined here.30
1.1. CoRoT31
The objectives of the CoRoT mission were two-fold: discovering exoplan-32
ets down to super-earth radii and unravelling the internal structures of stars.33
To achieve this the CoRoT spacecraft was equipped with a 27 cm-diameter34
afocal telescope with an 8 square-degree field of view. To discover exoplan-35
ets via the transit method (when a planet crosses in front of its parent star36
as viewed by an observer) nearly twelve thousand stars of magnitude 11-1637
were observed simultaneously with a cadence of 512 or 32 seconds (i.e., a38
measurement every 512 or 32 seconds). For seismology about 10 stars with39
magnitude between 6 and 9 were monitored simultaneously during each run40
at a cadence of 32 seconds. After the initial observing run of nearly 60 days41
there were long runs of 150 days alternated with short runs of 20-30 days42
1The CoRoT space mission was developed and operated by the CNES, with participa-
tion of the Science Programs of ESA, ESA’s RSSD, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Germany,
and Spain.
2Kepler is a NASA discovery class mission, whose funding is provided by NASA’s
Science Mission Directorate.
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each monitoring a different patch of the sky around the so-called CoRoT43
eyes. See Baglin et al. (2006), Auvergne et al. (2009) for further technical44
details of the CoRoT telescope.45
CoRoT has observed pre-main-sequence stars (e.g. Zwintz et al., 2013),46
stars on the main-sequence ranging from O and B type stars (e.g. Belka-47
cem et al., 2009; Degroote et al., 2010) to stars slightly more massive than48
the Sun (e.g. Michel et al., 2008), as well as more evolved subgiants (e.g.49
Deheuvels and Michel, 2011), red giants (e.g. De Ridder et al., 2009), and50
supergiants (Aerts et al., 2010b). Additionally, detailed studies of stars har-51
bouring planets have been performed (e.g. Ballot et al., 2011; Gaulme et al.,52
2010).53
Launched in December 2006 the CoRoT mission had a nominal lifetime54
of 2.5 years. It exceeded this nominal period and has taken scientific data55
till November 2012.56
1.2. Kepler57
The Kepler mission was designed primarily to detect earth-size planets in58
or near the habitable zone (region around a star in which it is theoretically59
possible for a planet with sufficient atmospheric pressure to maintain liquid60
water on its surface) and to determine what percentage of the billions of stars61
in our galaxy have such planets. To this end a 0.95-meter Schmidt telescope62
was designed to be able to observe a 105 square-degree field of view. Kepler63
has been launched in 2009 and monitored about 150 000 stars at the same64
time in a single field (Cygnus-Lyra region) with magnitudes between 9 and65
16 and a cadence of 29.4 minutes (so-called long-cadence mode). Stars with66
oscillation periods longer than about an hour, such as A and F stars (e.g.67
Uytterhoeven et al., 2011), and B stars (e.g. Balona et al., 2011b) on the68
main sequence, red giants (e.g. Bedding et al., 2010), RR Lyrae stars (e.g.69
Kolenberg et al., 2010) as well as eclipsing binaries (e.g. Prsˇa et al., 2011)70
could be observed in this way.71
Aditionally, the Kepler satellite was operated in a short cadence mode72
in which 512 stars could be observed simultaneously at a cadence of 58.8573
seconds (Gilliland et al., 2010). This allowed for asteroseismic analyses of74
Sun-like stars and subgiants (e.g. Chaplin et al., 2010) which show oscilla-75
tions with periods of the order of a few minutes. Other stars observed in76
this observing mode are compact oscillators such as sub-dwarf B stars (e.g.77
Kawaler et al., 2010) and white dwarfs (e.g. Co´rsico et al., 2012), as well as78
Ap stars (e.g. Balona et al., 2011a).79
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The nominal life time of the mission was 3.5 years. Following the nomi-80
nal lifetime, the scientific exploitation of Kepler was extended but a failure81
in a reaction wheel put the satellite in safe mode in May 2013. Since then82
scientific data acquisition has ceased. The Kepler team is exploring all possi-83
bilities to solve the problem and put Kepler back in scientific operation mode.84
85
The data of the CoRoT and Kepler satellites have already led to several86
breakthrough results in our understanding of the internal structures of stars87
as well as in the vast numbers and diversity of detected planetary systems.88
In the next section a more detailed description of asteroseismology is pre-89
sented followed by a selection of important asteroseismic results obtained90
with CoRoT and Kepler for low-mass main-sequence stars, subgiants, and91
red-giant stars. This review finishes with some future perspectives.92
2. Asteroseismology93
2.1. Introduction94
Asteroseismology is the study of the internal structures of stars by means95
of their intrinsic global oscillations. The characteristics of these oscillations96
are determined by the stellar interior and hence it is possible to infer the97
stellar structure from the oscillations. Many (but, as far as we know, not all)98
stars across the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram oscillate.99
Stellar oscillations can be characterised by their frequencies, typical life-100
time (coherence time), amplitudes and mode identification. Oscillation modes101
are identified by the radial order (n) indicating the number of nodes in the102
radial direction, the spherical degree (`) indicating the number of nodal lines103
on the surface, and the azimuthal order (m) indicating the number of nodal104
lines that pass through the rotation axis. Examples of ` = 3 modi with dif-105
ferent m values are shown in Figure 1. The mode identification in terms of106
n, `,m, the frequency and amplitude of the modes as well as effective tem-107
perature, surface gravity, and metallicity, allow for a study of the internal108
structure of the star. The internal stellar structure can be studied by com-109
paring the observational results with results from stellar models, or directly110
from the observational data as is the case for glitches (see Section 2.3.4). An111
example of model dependent results is presented by Metcalfe et al. (2012),112
while Mazumdar et al. (2012b) show model independent results.113
There exist mainly two types of oscillators depending on the driving mech-114
anism and their resulting mode pattern.115
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of ` = 3 oscillation modes with m = 0, 1, 2, 3 from
left to right. The blue areas indicate regions where the star expands while the red parts
contract. The gray lines are the nodal lines with the dark gray dot at the top indicating
the rotation axis, which lies in the plane of the paper. The equator is indicated in white.
Figure obtained from non radial pulsator (NRP) animation creator (Schrijvers et al., 1997).
2.2. Driving mechanisms116
2.2.1. Heat engine117
Oscillations can be driven by a so-called heat engine. In this mechanism118
a particular layer in the star gains heat during the compression part of the119
oscillation cycle. This usually occurs in partially ionized layers of elements120
with high opacity, such as hydrogen, helium, or iron. Inside these partially121
ionized layers the energy, which would normally heat the zone, mostly goes122
into increasing the ionization as the star is compressed. This increases the123
opacity of the zone, trapping radiation more efficiently, and resulting in out-124
ward pressure. The zone is then driven outwards, cooling as it rises, which125
increases the opacity and outward pressure. Further cooling of the zone126
results in recombination of the ionized material, and with that a sudden de-127
crease in the opacity decreasing the outward pressure. Hence, the zone drops128
back and the cycle can start again. Due to the role of opacity this is also129
called κ mechanism.130
The location of the layer(s) that act(s) as a heat engine is crucially im-131
portant to effectively drive global oscillations as all other layers that lose132
heat on compression damp the oscillations. See for more details Aerts et al.133
(2010a).134
Oscillators driven by the heat engine, such as Cepheids, have coherent135
oscillation modes with very long lifetimes and hence their oscillation peaks136
in the Fourier spectrum resemble δ-functions. The observed oscillations are137
affected by selection effects and the mode identification has to be obtained138
from multi-colour photometry (amplitude ratios and / or phase differences),139
or from high-resolution spectroscopy (line-profile variations).140
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2.2.2. Stochastic driving141
Oscillations can be stochastically excited by the turbulent convection of142
stars (e.g. Goldreich and Keeley, 1977; Goldreich and Kumar, 1988). Ef-143
fectively, some of the convective energy is transferred into energy of global144
oscillations. The oscillations in the Sun are stochastically driven and damped.145
Hence these type of oscillations are referred to as solar-like oscillations. It146
is expected that in all stars with turbulent outer layers such oscillations are147
excited. For a recent extensive overview of solar-like oscillators see Chaplin148
and Miglio (2013). In addition to the oscillations the convection also pro-149
duces a convective background on which the p-mode spectrum is seated. See150
Mathur et al. (2011b) for a description and characterization of the convective151
background.152
The stochastic driving and damping of solar-like oscillations results in a153
finite mode lifetime (few minutes to about hundred days) of the oscillation154
modes. This finite mode lifetime is visible as a typical width in the peaks155
representing the oscillations in the Fourier spectrum, with shorter lifetimes156
resulting in wider peaks. Additionally, in stochastic oscillators essentially all157
modes are excited albeit with different amplitudes. This results in a clear158
pattern of overtones in the Fourier spectrum (see top panel of Figure 2). This159
is of great value for identifying the oscillation modes.160
161
For the remainder of this review only stars with stochastically-driven solar-162
like oscillations will be considered.163
2.3. Solar-like oscillators164
Stars with a convective zone that excite stochastic oscillations extend165
from low-mass (M . 2M) main-sequence stars till evolved red giants. Stars166
on the main sequence are those that fuse hydrogen in their core. Then when167
the core hydrogen is exhausted, the stars start to burn hydrogen in a shell168
around an inert helium core, while the surface is cooling (subgiants). On the169
red-giant branch the luminosity and radii of the stars increase up to the onset170
of helium-core burning. Then the radii and surface temperatures decrease171
and the helium-core burning stars settle on the horizontal branch (also called172
red clump).173
Oscillations can be trapped in a cavity in the outer layers of the star174
where the restoring force is pressure and the oscillations have the nature of175
standing acoustic waves. These oscillation modes are referred to as p-mode176
oscillations. The oscillations can also be trapped in an inner cavity in the177
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Figure 2: Fourier power density spectra of a main-sequence star (KIC 3656479 (top),
Mathur et al., 2012), a subgiant (KIC 11395018 (middle), Mathur et al., 2011a), and a red
giant (KIC 9145955, bottom). The numbers indicate the degree (`) of the modes. The
subgiant in the middle panel has a mixed mode pair at 740.3 and 764.0 µHz. This can
be identified by the fact that two ` = 1 modes are present between the ` = 0, 2 pairs at
∼ 730 and 770 µHz. The vertical dotted lines indicate νmax (Eq. 1) and the horizontal
dashed-dotted line (top panel) indicates ∆ν (Eq. 3).
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inner radiative region of the stars where the restoring force is buoyancy and178
the oscillations have the character of standing gravity waves. These are called179
g-mode oscillations.180
In the Sun the lower turning points of low-degree non-radial modes –that181
can be observed in other stars– are roughly between 0.05 and 0.2 solar radius,182
depending on the frequency and degree of the mode (e.g. Lopes and Turck-183
Chieze, 1994; Garc´ıa et al., 2008). Note, however, that the non-radial p modes184
are most sensitive to the part of the cavity where they spend most time, i.e.,185
the part where the sound speed is lowest. The sound speed decreases towards186
the surface, and hence the oscillations carry most information of the outer187
part of the cavity. The g modes are most sensitive in a radiative region188
deeper in the star below the lower turning point of the p modes. The dipole189
asymptotic g-mode spacing in the Sun was measured by Garc´ıa et al. (2007).190
Unfortunately, due to the small amplitude of the g modes at the surface of the191
Sun, it has not been possible to detect g modes directly. When stars evolve192
to the subgiant phase the frequencies of the oscillations in the p- and g-mode193
cavities nearly overlap and a few so-called mixed modes can be observed (see194
middle panel of Figure 2). Such modes have g-mode nature in the radiative195
interior and p-mode nature in the outer cavity. For further evolved red-giant196
stars a large number of frequencies in the g-mode cavity overlap with the197
oscillation frequencies in the p-mode cavity and many mixed modes can be198
observed (see bottom panel of Figure 2).199
2.3.1. Pressure modes200
P-mode oscillations in the Sun have a typical period of about 5 minutes201
which corresponds to frequencies of roughly 3 mHz. Lower-mass stars on the202
main-sequence are smaller and have oscillations with shorter periods, i.e.,203
higher frequencies. More evolved stars with larger radii show oscillations204
with longer periods of hours to days, resulting in frequencies in the sub-mHz205
or µHz regime. The typical frequency region in which the acoustic modes206
oscillate can be characterised by νmax, the frequency of maximum oscillation207
power (vertical dotted lines in Fig. 2). This is an important diagnostic as it208
scales with the mass (M), radius (R), and effective temperature (Teff) of the209
star (e.g. Brown et al., 1991; Kjeldsen and Bedding, 1995; Belkacem et al.,210
2011):211
νmax ∝ M
R2
√
Teff
∝ g√
Teff
, (1)
with g the surface gravity.212
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The pattern of the frequencies in the Fourier spectrum can be described213
asymptotically by (Tassoul, 1980; Gough, 1986):214
νn,` ' ∆ν(n+ `
2
+ )− δνn,`, (2)
where ν is frequency and  is a phase term. ∆ν is the regular spacing in215
frequency of oscillations with the same degree ` and consecutive orders n216
(horizontal dashed-dotted line in the top panel of Fig. 2). This is proportional217
to the inverse of the acoustic diameter, i.e. the sound travel time across a218
stellar diameter. Furthermore, it can be shown that ∆ν is proportional to219
the square root of the mean density (ρ) of the star (Ulrich, 1986):220
∆ν = νn,` − νn−1,` =
(
2
∫
dr
c
)−1
∝
√
ρ, (3)
with c the adiabatic sound speed and r the distance to the centre of the star.221
Note that slightly different methods to measure νmax and ∆ν are available222
(e.g. Huber et al., 2009; Mosser and Appourchaux, 2009; Hekker et al., 2010;223
Kallinger et al., 2010; Mathur et al., 2010). It has been shown that the differ-224
ent determinations are consistent within their uncertainties and definitions225
(e.g. Verner et al., 2011; Hekker et al., 2011, 2012).226
Finally, δνn,` is the so-called small frequency separation which can be227
approximated asymptotically by (e.g. Gough, 1986):228
δνn,` = νn,` − νn−1,`+2 ' −(4`+ 6) ∆ν
4pi2νn,`
∫ R
0
dc
dr
dr
r
. (4)
For main-sequence stars Eq. 4 is rather strongly weighted towards the central229
parts of the star. Hence δνn,` provides a measure of the helium content in230
the core. In the core of more evolved stars the increase in the helium content231
causes a reduction in the sound speed, and hence a reduced weight of the232
central parts of the star in the integral of Eq. 4. Therefore in more evolved233
stars δνn,` does not provide a measure of the helium content in the core.234
The near-surface regions of stars are difficult to model properly due to235
convection. Additionally the oscillations are strongly non-adiabatic in the236
superficial layers. These near-surface problems cause a shift in the frequencies237
of stellar models compared to the observed frequencies, which should be238
accounted for. The large and small frequency separation (Eqs. 3 and 4) are239
also affected by the near-surface problems although less severely. To eliminate240
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the influence of the near-surface region, frequency ratios such as r02 (Eq. 5)241
can be constructed, which are essentially independent of the near-surface242
problems (e.g. Roxburgh and Vorontsov, 2003; Roxburgh, 2005).243
r02 =
νn,0 − νn−1,2
νn,1 − νn−1,1 (5)
2.3.2. Gravity modes244
The g modes in the inner radiative region have a high number of radial245
nodes (ng) due to the high density of the core. These oscillation modes follow246
an asymptotic approximation equivalent to the p modes, but with a regular247
spacing in period (∆Π):248
∆Π` =
2pi2√
`(`+ 1)
(∫
N
r
dr
)−1
(6)
with N the so-called buoyancy frequency, i.e., the characteristic frequency249
for internal gravity waves (e.g. Tassoul, 1980).250
2.3.3. Mixed modes251
In subgiants and red giants the frequencies in both the p-mode cavity in252
the outer atmosphere and the g-mode cavity in the inner radiative region253
have similar values and a coupling between the cavities can persist. In that254
case a p and g mode with similar frequencies and same spherical degree255
undergo a so-called avoided crossing. The interactions between the modes256
will affect (or bump) the frequencies. This bumping can be described as a257
resonance interaction of two oscillators (e.g. Aizenman et al., 1977; Deheuvels258
and Michel, 2010; Benomar et al., 2013). This causes additional non-radial259
(` > 0) mixed modes with dual p-g character to appear in the near regular260
p-mode frequency pattern described above (see middle and bottom panel of261
Figure 2). These mixed modes show a predictable pattern in period spacing262
originating from the g-mode nature and the bumping with the p modes.263
2.3.4. Sharp changes in stellar properties: Glitches264
Information on specific transition regions in a star, such as the boundaries265
of convective zones or ionization zones of helium or hydrogen, can be obtained266
from the fact that, at such boundaries, the properties of the star change on a267
scale substantially smaller than the local wavelength of the oscillations (e.g.268
Vorontsov, 1988; Gough, 1990). These sharp features (also called glitches)269
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cause oscillatory variations in the frequencies with respect to the pattern270
described in Eq. 2, where the period of the variation depends on the location271
of the feature, while its amplitude depends on the detailed properties of the272
feature. Note that the determination of glitches is completely independent273
of stellar models.274
2.3.5. Rotation275
Stellar rotation lifts the degeneracy of non-radial modes, producing a mul-276
tiplet of (2`+1) frequency peaks in the Fourier spectrum for each mode. The277
frequency separation between two mode components of a multiplet is related278
to the angular velocity of the stellar material in the propagation region, under279
the assumption of the absence of magnetic splitting. This allows us to derive280
the rotation rate of the star in the region to which the mode is most sensi-281
tive. The relative height of the mode components in a multiplet is sensitive282
to the inclination angle at which the star is viewed (Gizon and Solanki, 2003).283
284
Note that there are several excellent review papers by Christensen-Dalsgaard285
(e.g. Christensen-Dalsgaard, 2004, 2011, 2012) which provide a thorough the-286
oretical overview of solar-like oscillations.287
3. Recent results from CoRoT and Kepler288
In this section a selection of the results obtained with CoRoT and Kepler289
for main-sequence stars and red-giant stars is presented.290
3.1. Main-sequence stars291
3.1.1. F-stars292
Early results from CoRoT came from a number of preselected main-293
sequence stars that are slightly hotter than the Sun (Michel et al., 2008)294
of which HD49933 became the best known ‘prototype’. This star is an F5V295
star about 1000 K hotter than the Sun. In these hotter stars the stochastic296
oscillations have shorter lifetimes, which results in wide peaks in the Fourier297
spectrum. Due to this effect the ` = 2 and ` = 0 modes might overlap in298
their frequency values. This causes difficulties for the mode identification299
(e.g. Appourchaux et al., 2008; Benomar et al., 2010). This phenomenon is300
also seen in other F stars observed with CoRoT (e.g. Barban et al., 2009;301
Garc´ıa et al., 2009) and Kepler (e.g. Appourchaux et al., 2012a,b) as well as302
for oscillations in F-stars observed with radial velocity measurements such303
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as Procyon (Hekker et al., 2008; Arentoft et al., 2008; Bedding et al., 2010;304
Huber et al., 2011). White et al. (2012) have now devised a method based on305
the phase term  (see Eq. 2), which seems to be able to identify the correct306
scenario.307
3.1.2. Planet-hosting stars308
The power of asteroseismology for planet-hosting stars lies in the determi-309
nation of accurate stellar parameters. From the detection of exoplanets using310
the transit method as done by CoRoT and Kepler it is possible to obtain the311
planetary properties as a function of the host-star properties. Hence, the ac-312
curacy of, for instance, the determined planetary radius depends crucially on313
the stellar radius. Stellar radii from asteroseismology have typical uncertain-314
ties of the order of 2-3% and are thus far better than can be obtained from315
the position in the H-R diagram, which is often the alternative. Such accu-316
rate stellar properties have led to breakthrough results, such as CoRoT-7b,317
the first transiting super-earth (e.g. Le´ger et al., 2009; Wagner et al., 2012,318
and references therein); Kepler-21b, a 1.6 earth-radius planet (Howell et al.,319
2012); Kepler-36, a system with a pair of planets with neighbouring orbits320
and dissimilar densities (Carter et al., 2012); or Kepler-37b, a sub-Mercury321
sized planet (Barclay et al., 2013).322
From asteroseismology it is also possible to obtain the stellar rotation323
and the inclination angle, i.e., the angle between the rotation axis and the324
observer (e.g. Ballot et al., 2011). These parameters can be used to study325
the obliquity of exoplanet host stars, i.e., the angle between the stellar spin326
axis and the planetary orbital axis. Chaplin et al. (2013) present such a327
study for two planetary systems and find that coplanar orbits are favored328
in both systems, and that the orientations of the planetary orbits and the329
stellar rotation axis are correlated. Huber et al. (2013) revisited all Kepler330
planet-host stars showing pulsations and refined the fundamental properties331
of these planet-candidate host stars.332
3.2. Evolved stars333
3.2.1. Non-radial oscillations334
Before the first results of CoRoT it was debated whether non-radial oscil-335
lations would be observable for red-giant stars. It was thought that non-radial336
oscillations would be damped in the inner g-mode cavity. This was based on337
the analysis of WIRE data of the K0III star α UMa (Buzasi et al., 2000)338
and the subsequent theoretical interpretation (Dziembowski et al., 2001).339
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Figure 3: Observed period spacing (∆P ) as a function of large frequency separation (∆ν)
with stars in the hydrogen-shell-burning phase on the red-giant branch shown in blue
dots and the stars in the helium-core-burning phase shown in red diamonds and orange
squares. The solid lines show average observable period spacings for ASTEC (Christensen-
Dalsgaard, 2008) models of hydrogen-shell-burning giants on the red-giant branch as they
evolve from right to left. The black stars show theoretical period spacings calculated
in the same way, for four models of helium-core-burning stars that are midway through
that phase (core-helium fraction 50%). The 2.4 M model was calculated with ASTEC
and commenced helium-burning without passing through a helium flash. The other three
models, which did undergo a helium flash, were computed using the ATON code (Ventura
et al., 2008). Solar metallicity was adopted for all models, which were computed without
mass loss. Figure adapted from Bedding et al. (2011).
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Observations in a radial velocity multi-site campaign of two other stars, ξ340
Hydrae and  Ophiuchi, were interpreted accordingly (Frandsen et al., 2002;341
Stello et al., 2006; De Ridder et al., 2006; Mazumdar et al., 2009). However,342
investigation of spectral-line shapes of these stars revealed that non-radial343
oscillations are detectable in red-giant stars (Hekker et al., 2006). Data from344
the CoRoT mission confirmed this unambiguously (De Ridder et al., 2009)345
with hundreds of stars showing a Fourier spectrum with a similar pattern346
of ` = 0, 1, 2 modes as present in the Sun. At the same time this was also347
understood from theoretical calculations by Dupret et al. (2009). Not only348
did these authors predict that non-radial oscillations with predominantly p-349
mode nature could reach observable heights in the Fourier spectrum, they350
also predicted the presence of additional g-dominated mixed modes.351
Gravity-dominated mixed modes in red-giant stars have recently been352
discovered observationally for ` = 1 modes by Beck et al. (2011). From these353
mixed modes the period spacings (see Eq. 6) can be derived. Bedding et al.354
(2011) and Mosser et al. (2011a) showed that the observed period spacings355
of red giants in the hydrogen-shell-burning phase ascending the red-giant356
branch is significantly different from the period spacing for red giants also357
burning helium in the core. This provides a clear separation into these two358
groups of stars that are superficially very similar (see Figure 3). This effect359
was explained by Christensen-Dalsgaard (2011) as being due to convection360
in the central regions of the core in the helium-burning stars. The buoyancy361
frequency (N) is nearly zero in the convective region. As the period spacing362
is inversely proportional to the integral over N (see Eq. 6), this increases the363
period spacing compared to a star without a convective region in the core.364
3.2.2. Rotation365
Mixed modes are most sensitive in either the internal or the outer region366
of the star depending on their predominant g- or p-mode nature. Hence the367
characteristics of these modes with different nature can reveal information368
on properties at different depths in the star. One of these characteristics is369
the splitting of the mode in m = −`, .., ` azimuthal orders due to rotation.370
The rotational splitting of dipole mixed modes with different p-g nature371
have been measured (Beck et al., 2012) and show that for a red-giant branch372
star the core rotates approximately ten times faster than the surface (see373
Figure 4). This discovery was followed by a result for a low-luminosity red-374
giant branch star for which the core rotation is about five times faster than375
the surface rotation (Deheuvels et al., 2012). Subsequently, Mosser et al.376
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Figure 4: Top: Fourier spectrum of a rotating red giant. Grey squares indicate radial
modes, grey triangles indicate ` = 2 modes, and black circles indicate ` = 1 rotational
multiplets. Middle: the observed rotational splitting for individual ` = 1 modes. Bottom:
theoretically predicted rotational splitting assuming two different rotation laws. Dots:
splitting for non-rigid rotation for the case of a core rotation ten times faster than the sur-
face rotation, which resembles the observations qualitatively well. Open circles: theoretical
splittings for rigid rotation, which show a trend opposite to the observed one, with the
largest splitting in the centre of the dipole forest and lower splitting in gravity-dominated
modes. Figure taken from Beck et al. (2012).
(2012) showed that stars ascending the red-giant branch experience a small377
increase of the core rotation followed by a significant slow-down in the later378
stages of the red-giant branch resulting in slower rotating cores in red-clump379
(or horizontal-branch) stars compared to stars on the red-giant branch.380
3.3. Glitches381
Only with the data from CoRoT and Kepler it has become possible to382
measure glitches, i.e., the signature of sharp internal structure changes, in383
other stars than the Sun. Miglio et al. (2010) studied the internal structure384
of the CoRoT target HR 7349 from frequencies obtained by Carrier et al.385
(2010). Miglio et al. (2010) interpreted a periodic component in the oscil-386
lation frequencies as caused by a local depression of the sound speed that387
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occurs in the helium second-ionization region at a relative acoustic radius388
of ∼0.55 (in the Sun the helium second-ionization region lies at a relative389
acoustic radius of ∼0.83 and the base of the convection zone at a relative390
acoustic radius of ∼0.4). Subsequently, Mazumdar et al. (2012a) studied the391
sharp internal structure changes of HD49933 and were able to find both the392
signatures of the helium second-ionization zone and of the base of the con-393
vective envelope. Similar studies of 19 stars observed with Kepler found that394
the extracted locations of the layers of sharp variation in sound speed are395
consistent with representative models of these stars (e.g. Mazumdar et al.,396
2012b).397
3.4. Ensemble asteroseismology398
Before the CoRoT and Kepler era solar-like oscillations were confirmed399
in 10-20 stars. This number increased significantly with CoRoT and Kepler400
data. For example, with CoRoT the number of red giants with detected401
solar-like oscillations increased from three to hundreds. These large numbers402
allowed for the first time to investigate an ensemble of stars as a whole, i.e.,403
to perform statistical studies of intrinsic stellar properties (such as mass and404
radius) and to test theories of stellar evolution. Such “ensemble asteroseis-405
mology” studies were performed by e.g. Hekker et al. (2009); Huber et al.406
(2010); Kallinger et al. (2010); Mosser et al. (2010). These studies led, among407
others, to observational evidence for a tight correlation between νmax and ∆ν408
(Hekker et al., 2009; Stello et al., 2009; Mosser et al., 2010). Additionally, it409
was found that oscillations in red giants follow a universal pattern (Mosser410
et al., 2011b). Furthermore, investigations of properties, such as the am-411
plitudes of the oscillations, as a function of evolution have been presented412
(Huber et al., 2010). Miglio et al. (2009) followed this up with a comparison413
of the observed distribution of the large frequency separation with distribu-414
tions from different synthetic populations showing that it is not likely that a415
recent starburst has taken place in our part of the Milky Way.416
With Kepler the number of stars with detected solar-like oscillations417
has been increased to tens of thousands, among which about 500 are main-418
sequence and subgiant stars. An ensemble study of these main-sequence and419
subgiant stars was performed by Chaplin et al. (2011). One of the main con-420
clusions resulting from this work concerned the similarity in the observed and421
simulated radius distributions as well as the difference between the stellar-422
mass distribution derived observationally from the asteroseismic measure-423
ments and the mass distribution of synthetic populations (see also Figure 5).424
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Figure 5: Black lines show histograms of the observed distribution of masses (top) and
radii (bottom) of the Kepler main-sequence and subgiants ensemble (Chaplin et al., 2011).
In red, the predicted distributions from population-synthesis modeling, after correction
for the effects of detection bias. The population modeling was performed by using the
TRILEGAL code (Girardi et al., 2005; Miglio et al., 2009). Figure taken from Chaplin
et al. (2011).
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On the assumption that the observed masses and radii are robust, this result425
may have implications for both the currently excepted star-formation rate426
as well as initial-mass function of stars. Mixing or overshooting of material427
between different layers (including stellar cores) and the choice of the so-428
called mixing-length parameter, which measures the typical length scale of429
the convection, may also be relevant (Chaplin et al., 2011).430
A more detailed review of ensemble asteroseismology based on CoRoT431
and Kepler data has been presented by Chaplin and Miglio (2013).432
4. Future433
CoRoT and Kepler have both exceeded their minimal lifetime, but are434
currently out of operation since November 2nd 2012 (CoRot) and mid May435
2013 (Kepler in safe mode).436
Notwithstanding the technical problems at these stages, both CoRoT437
and Kepler have done an outstanding job and provided the community with438
a wealth of data that revolutionised the fields of extra-solar planets and439
asteroseismology. Data from these satellites revealed, among others, the440
possibility to distinguish between red-giant branch stars and red-clump stars,441
to determine differential rotation between the core and the outer layers of the442
stars, as well as the location of sharp internal structure changes in stars other443
than the Sun. Nevertheless, there exist still open questions such as, what444
are the ages of stars, or how do the large variety of planetary systems form.445
To answer these questions dedicated efforts for several new instruments are446
underway:447
• BRITE-Constellation (BRIght Target Explorer) is a network of nano-448
satellites with different colour filters to investigate the properties of the449
brightest stars in the sky (Kaiser et al., 2012). The Austrian BRITE-450
satellites have been launched successfully on February 25, 2013.451
• On April 5, 2013, NASA announced the selection of the Transiting Ex-452
oplanet Survey Satellite (TESS). TESS will perform an all-sky survey453
to discover transiting exoplanets ranging from Earth-sized to gas giants454
in orbit around the nearest and brightest stars in the sky. Its goal is to455
identify terrestrial planets in the habitable zones of nearby stars. This456
mission will also be very useful to obtain accurate asteroseismology for457
the nearest and brightest stars.458
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• PLATO (PLAnetary Transits and Oscillations of stars) is a candidate459
mission for ESA. The primary goal of PLATO is to open a new way in460
exoplanetary science, by providing a full statistical analysis and char-461
acterisation of exoplanetary systems around stars that are bright and462
nearby enough to allow for simultaneous detailed studies of their host463
stars (Rauer, 2012).464
• From the ground a network of telescopes is under construction. SONG465
(Stellar Observations Network Group) is a Danish-led project to con-466
struct a global network of 1m telescopes. These telescopes have a high-467
resolution spectrograph dedicated to asteroseismic measurements. The468
first telescope has been built at Observatorio del Teide, Tenerife, and469
will enter the operation mode in the summer of 2013 (Uytterhoeven470
et al., 2012). Another telescope of the SONG network is currently471
under development in China (Deng et al., 2013).472
Spectroscopic observations of solar-like oscillations have the advantage473
that the granulation signal is less prominent and hence the oscilla-474
tions are more prominent. Furthermore, it is more likely to observe475
` = 3 modes using spectroscopic observations providing additional con-476
straints for the determination of the stellar structures.477
All these efforts are complementary to CoRoT and Kepler in both ob-478
serving strategy and in the target stars. BRITE, TESS, and PLATO will aim479
at much brighter stars than CoRoT and Kepler which will allow for comple-480
mentary ground-based efforts to determine effective temperatures and metal-481
licities, which are important observables for stellar modeling. Furthermore,482
these missions will observe different parts of the sky allowing for stellar-483
population studies of different fields. TESS will even perform an all-sky484
survey albeit at the cost of shorter datasets, i.e., lower frequency resolution.485
PLATO will observe two different large fields (∼ 500 square degrees) for486
about two to three years each before going to a step and stare mode. This487
will have the advantage of long datasets for tens of thousands of bright stars,488
which are currently lacking. Additionally, the synergy with Gaia (Torra and489
Gaia group, 2013) will allow for accurate distance and luminosity determi-490
nations. Finally, BRITE has different colour filters which will be of prime491
importance for the mode identification of oscillations driven by the heat-492
engine mechanism.493
With the efforts that are currently underway future high-quality astero-494
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seismic observations are secured. These efforts are necessary to fully under-495
stand the internal structures of stars including their ages and planet forma-496
tion scenarios.497
498
Finally, the CoRoT and Kepler legacy is a truly incredible amount of very499
high quality data. These data are of unprecedented quality in terms of signal-500
to noise ratio, continuity and total length of the timeseries as well as the vast501
number and range of different stars. The analysis and interpretation of these502
data will continue to reveal important results. These add to the wealth of503
results already obtained and (partly) described in this review, indicating the504
significant impact of asteroseismic results from CoRoT and Kepler on our505
understanding of stellar structure and evolution.506
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